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Looking towards 2030

The National Library will create cultural and economic value for New Zealanders through leadership and collaboration. We will remove barriers to knowledge, ensure New Zealanders have the skills to create knowledge and preserve knowledge for future generations.
Taonga
New Zealanders will trust that their documentary heritage and taonga are collected, preserved and accessible, enabling the creation of new knowledge

Knowledge
New Zealanders will easily access, share and use New Zealand’s knowledge resources to innovate and create new knowledge

Reading
New Zealanders will have the literacy skills to achieve social, educational and employment success and be inspired to create new knowledge
System impact

A national knowledge system
nationwide approach
formally defined and organised –
national, regional, local
system thinking and investment
agreed strategy, policy, standards,
best practice guidelines
leverage/share financial and
intellectual resources
mitigate fragmentation
increase incentives for
partnership/collaboration

Transform how New Zealanders create,
access, share and use New Zealand
content

TAONGA Strategic
response
A National Documentary
Heritage Framework

READING Strategic
Response
A Nation of Readers Strategy

Strategic Response
One Knowledge Network
WELCOME TO THE NEW DIGITALNZ

We're thrilled to have you here, and hope you'll enjoy the fresh look and added functionality. Want to know more? Read in detail about our new site. And, we'd love your feedback – hit the "Feedback" button at the bottom each page to contact us.

STORIES

Collect the items you're interested in and build a story around them. Here are a few of our recent favourites:

The kiwi Q-Ship capt. .... Harley Couper
Women 1893 Mark Bently
Humble: the life of 100... j b
Poetry book covers Lucy Orbell

LEARN HOW TO CREATE A STORY
all New Zealanders. All physical knowledge resources important to New Zealanders will be digitised.
TE HURI MŌHIOTANGA HEI UARA –
NGĀ TOHUTOHU RAUTAKI KI 2030
TURNING KNOWLEDGE INTO VALUE –
STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS TO 2030

www.natlib.govt.nz